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We present a new type of brane inflation motivated by multikink solitonic solutions of a scalar field in

five dimensions. In the thin brane limit, we analyze a nonstatic configuration in which the distance

between two parallel domain walls decreases. We show that the ensuing spacetime is inflationary, both on

the branes, and, for certain potentials, in the bulk. We argue that this inflationary regime is transitory and

can end via a brane merger into a single kink solution—a flat, thick brane RS2 universe. This scenario is

quite general; we show that any potential which supports a single flat kink solution is also likely to support

an inflationary multikink configuration.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Extra-dimensional theories in which our universe con-
tains more than the usual three spatial dimensions have
enjoyed a resurgence in the last few decades. Traditionally
the extra dimensions are assumed to be small so that their
effects can be hidden through a Kaluza-Klein compactifi-
cation. Recently, though, new ideas have emerged in which
standard model particles are confined to a hypersurface
(brane) which is embedded in a larger dimensional bulk
region [1–4]. One interesting realization of these ideas is
the model proposed by Randall and Sundrum which has
come to be known as the RS2 universe [5]. In this model,
our observable universe is contained on a brane with
positive tension �4 located at z ¼ 0 in the additional
dimension. If the bulk region is dominated by a negative
cosmological constant which satisfies the fine-tuned rela-
tionship: �5 ¼ ��2

4=ð6M3Þ, where M is proportional to
the 5D Planck mass, then a static but warped spacetime
exists with line element:

ds2 ¼ e��4jzj=ð6M3Þ���dx
�dx� þ dz2: (1)

In flat D-dimensional spacetime, the gravitational force
falls off as r2-D, but Randall and Sundrum showed that
near the brane, the warped space effectively localizes
gravity in the extra dimension, thus reproducing the famil-
iar 1=r2 gravitational force.

In this braneworld, like most others, the effects of the
extra dimensions become more pronounced at higher en-
ergies. As our universe was once much hotter, the cosmol-
ogy of these extra-dimensional scenarios requires some
study (For a review, see Refs. [6,7]). In particular, extra-
dimensional theories have given rise to new methods for
generating inflation. In the simplest models the inflaton is a
field confined to the brane [8,9]; these models resemble the
standard slow roll inflation but with less restrictive slow
roll conditions. Others have considered a bulk inflaton [10–

12]. A more drastic departure from the standard lore was
proposed by Dvali and Tye in which inflation is induced
from the motion of the brane through the bulk [13]. Two of
these objects eventually collide, ending inflation and re-
heating the branes. Brane collisions also take place in
ekpyrotic cosmologies, which has been presented as an
alternative to inflation [14]. Models such as these are often
motivated by string theory.
In this paper, we consider a new model of brane inflation

motivated instead by solitonic solutions in quantum field
theory. Initially idealized as infinitely thin delta function
terms in the action, there has been considerable interest
recently in explaining branes in terms of solitonic solutions
of a bulk scalar field (For a review, see Ref. [15]). These
thick brane solutions offer a simple source for the brane
term which is inserted by hand in the RS2 model. Thick
branes also demonstrate the required ability to trap parti-
cles, as matter fields in the presence of the solitonic back-
ground have been shown to possess eigenstates localized
around the brane [3,16–18]
In this work, we present another advantage, arguing that

a natural inflationary regime exists within the thick brane
framework—a solitonic analogue of Dvali and Tye’s brane
inflation. In Minkowski space, a potential which supports a
single kink solution also supports multikink solutions.
Similarly, we expect that a potential capable of producing
a thick brane will also support multibrane configurations.
Just as in the RS2 case, a tuned potential is required to
produce a flat brane, therefore a multibrane configuration
will generically consist of branes whose internal geometry
is either de Sitter or anti-de Sitter. For field configurations
which end in the appropriate vacua, we will show that the
de Sitter multibrane states provide a simple inflationary
extension of the single thick brane universe. We consider
here only the simplest possibility in which two inflationary
branes merge to form the single flat RS2 brane. Schematic
configurations for the scalar field and its potential are
shown in Fig. 1. Note that both initial configurations
require a potential with at least three local minima. This*kte@caltech.edu
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scenario still works with a double well potential, but in
order for the final state to exist, the initial state must
contain an odd number of branes.

The brane inflation presented here is original in its
application to multikink solitonic solutions, however, one
other inflationary scenario deserves mention as it, too,
produces a thick brane RS2 universe. In Ref. [19],
Bucher proposed an initial false vacuum de Sitter phase
which decays through bubble nucleation into a true vac-
uum AdS phase. If degenerate AdS vacua exist, then a
bubble collision will result in the formation of a brane at
the interface. However, subsequent calculations of the
cosmological perturbations in this scenario disagree with
observations as they predict a red spectral index ns > 1
[20,21]. Although we do not calculate the cosmological
perturbations for our solitonic model, enough differences
exist at the classical level to suggest that a different result
may be obtained.

For the remainder of the paper we will analyze the
period of solitonic inflation in the thin brane limit in which
the width of the branes goes to zero. In Sec. II we find the
spacetime geometry induced by two thin branes moving
together. Our results appear to be original as most of the
thin brane solutions in the literature are static ones. Some
nonstatic solutions are presented in Ref. [22], but their
branes are not the standard thin ones which are described
solely by their tension. In Sec. III we discuss the infla-
tionary aspects of the two-brane spacetime which solve the
same problems as standard 4D inflation. Next, in Sec. IV,
we argue that under certain circumstances, the two branes
will merge to form the desired final state of a flat, single
brane RS2 universe. In Sec. V we address issues of fine-

tuning, showing that the only required tuning in this sce-
nario is the standard one to set the cosmological constant
on the final RS2 brane equal to zero. Finally in Sec. VI we
summarize our results and point out further lines of inquiry
suggested by this work.

II. THIN BRANES

Consider a pre-RS2 universe containing two thin branes.
Anticipating an eventual merger, we require they be par-
allel and the distance between them decreasing. If coordi-
nates are chosen so that the branes move together at a
constant velocity v, then the thin brane action is given by:

S ¼ �
Z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�g

p
�5ðt; zÞ �

Z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�gind

q �4�
�

�ðz� vtÞ

�
Z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�gind
q �4þ

�
�ðzþ vtÞ; (2)

where � (inserted for later convenience) is the usual

1=
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� v2

p
and �4� are the brane tensions. Each brane

has an associated 4D metric gind whose embedding in five
dimensions is given by:

gindAB ¼ gAB � nAnB; (3)

where nA is the unit normal to the brane. In this paper we
use uppercase Latin indices to represent the full 5D coor-
dinates (0,1,2,3,5), Greek ones to represent 4D brane co-
ordinates (0,1,2,3), and lowercase Latin ones for the three
spatial coordinates (1,2,3) on the brane. In a thick brane
scenario,�5 corresponds to the value of the scalar potential
at a local minima; since kinks interpolate between different
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FIG. 1 (color online). Two potentials capable of supporting multikink states which may evolve into a single kink final state.
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minima, we allow �5 to take arbitrary values between
branes:

�5ðt; zÞ ¼ �I
5�ð�zþ vtÞ þ�II

5 ð�ðz� vtÞ � �ðzþ vtÞÞ
þ�III

5 �ðzþ vtÞ: (4)

From this action the stress energy tensor can be calculated:

TAB ¼ �2ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�g
p �S

�gAB

¼ �gAB�5ðt; zÞ � gindAB

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�gind
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�g
p �4�

�
�ðz� vtÞ

� gindAB

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�gind
p

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�g
p �4þ

�
�ðzþ vtÞ: (5)

We anticipate a potential objection to this setup, namely,
that the motion of the branes is not being treated in a
dynamic manner. However, since any monotonically in-
creasing trajectory can be recast through a coordinate
transformation into a constant velocity solution, we are
choosing to work in the coordinate system where the brane
dynamics are trivial. We assuage any doubts in the
Appendix by repeating the calculations presented in this
section but with two brane positions which are dynamic
variables.

Next we choose a parametrization for gAB. For the infla-
tionary solutions we are interested in, the metric compo-
nents will be independent of the three brane spatial
coordinates. With this stipulation, the most general metric
is:

gAB ¼
g00ðt; zÞ g05ðt; zÞ

giiðt; zÞ
g05ðt; zÞ g55ðt; zÞ

0
@

1
A; (6)

where the three brane spatial coordinates are represented
by one entry. If we are willing to allow for more general
brane trajectories, then two independent coordinate trans-
formations can simplify this parametrization:

gAB ¼
�a2ðt; zÞ

a2ðt; zÞ
n2ðt; zÞ

0
B@

1
CA: (7)

This paper will focus on the restricted subset of solutions
which maintain a constant velocity brane trajectory in this
coordinate system and furthermore have a ¼ n. This leads
to a conformally flat metric ansatz:

gAB ¼ n2ðt; zÞ�AB: (8)

Before solving Einstein’s equations, we must first find
the induced metric for each brane. The brane on the left
(for t < 0) has a worldline proportional to uA ¼
ð1; 0; 0; 0; vÞ. Omitting the unimportant first three spatial
coordinates, nA can be parametrized as ðn0; n5Þ. Since n
must be orthogonal to u and have unit norm, we get two

equations:

uAnA ¼ n0 þ vn5 ¼ 0;

gABnAnB ¼ nðt; zÞ�2ð�n20 þ n25Þ ¼ 1;
(9)

whose solution is given by

nA ¼ nðt; zÞ� �v
1

� �
: (10)

From Eq. (3) we find the induced metric for the left brane:

gind;LAB ¼ n2ðt; zÞ
��2 v�2

1
v�2 �v2�2

0
B@

1
CA: (11)

The determinant of this metric is necessary to calculate
TAB, but as an embedding of a 4D metric, one of its
eigenvalues is 0. To find the nonzero eigenvalues, we
diagonalize with a Lorentz boost in the z-direction:

� v�

1

v� �

0
BB@

1
CCAn2ðt; zÞ

��2 v�2

1

v�2 �v2�2

0
BB@

1
CCA

�
� v�

1

v� �

0
BB@

1
CCA ¼ n2ðt; zÞ

�1

1

0

0
BB@

1
CCA: (12)

From this, we conclude that:ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
�gind

q
¼ n4ðt; zÞ: (13)

The induced metric for the brane on the right is given by
swapping v ! �v.
Finally Einstein’s equations can be solved. The nonzero

stress energy components are

T00 ¼ n2�5 þ jnj��4��ðz� vtÞ þ jnj��4þ�ðzþ vtÞ;
Tii ¼ �n2�5 � jnj�4�

�
�ðz� vtÞ � jnj�4þ

�
�ðzþ vtÞ;

T55 ¼ �n2�5 þ jnjv2��4��ðz� vtÞ
þ jnjv2��4þ�ðzþ vtÞ;

T05 ¼ �jnjv��4��ðz� vtÞ þ jnjv��4þ�ðzþ vtÞ;

(14)

and the nonzero Einstein tensor components are

G00 ¼ 6
n2t
n2

� 3
nzz
n

; Gii ¼ 3
nzz
n

� 3
ntt
n
;

G55 ¼ 6
n2z
n2

� 3
ntt
n
; G05 ¼ 6

ntnz
n2

� 3
ntz
n

;

(15)

where the t, z subscripts represent partial derivatives. The
most general n which satisfies these equations is given by:

nðt; zÞ ¼ ðbþ cjz� vtj þ djzþ vtj þ ezþ fvtÞ�1;

(16)
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where b can be chosen arbitrarily, but the other coefficients
are constrained:

c ¼ ��4�
6M3

; (17)

d ¼ ��4þ
6M3

; (18)

ðe� c� dÞ2 � ð�cþ d� fÞ2v2 ¼ � �I
5

6M3
; (19)

ðeþ c� dÞ2 � ðcþ d� fÞ2v2 ¼ � �II
5

6M3
; (20)

ðeþ cþ dÞ2 � ðc� d� fÞ2v2 ¼ � �III
5

6M3
: (21)

The M in these equations is proportional to the 5D Planck
mass:M�3 ¼ 8�G5. In deriving these constraints, we have
assumed that b is chosen so that n is positive at both branes.
If this metric solution is required to be valid for t ! �1,
the presence of the jnj in TAB enforces the additional
constraint:

f <Minð2cþ e; 2d� eÞ: (22)

This solution is one of the main results of this paper as it
demonstrates the general existence of nonstatic, multikink
configurations. In a thick brane scenario, the various �’s
are determined by the scalar potential. This leaves five
equations for the five unknowns c, d, e, f, and v.
Admittedly, the equations are nonlinear, so a solution is
not guaranteed. However, for a set of randomly chosen�’s
ofOðMÞwhich could produce a stable RS2 universe (�I

5 ¼
�III

5 < 0, �II
5 >�I

5, �4� > 0) a solution which satisfies all

the constraints was found in roughly half the cases.
Recalling our restrictive assumptions about the brane tra-
jectory and the form of the metric, this strongly suggests
that a generic potential with three or more local minima
will support both a single kink solution and a multikink
solution.

III. INFLATION

If our universe is a braneworld, then observations require
a high degree of homogeneity and isotropy both on the
brane and in the bulk at early times. The requirement of
bulk smoothness is necessary since gravity can induce
brane inhomogeneities from bulk ones [19]. These very
specific initial conditions can be ameliorated by including
an inflationary regime which will naturally produce a
homogeneous and isotropic geometry from a wide variety
of initial conditions. In many brane inflation scenarios,
however, only observers on the brane experience inflation
and the necessary bulk smoothness remains unexplained.
For the case of two colliding branes, we will show that if
�II

5 > 0, then the homogeneity and isotropy of both brane

and bulk have a natural explanation.

Prior to the collision, our spacetime consists of two
branes and three bulk regions. Observers living on the
left brane see the induced metric from Eq. (11):

gind;LAB ¼ n2ðt; vtÞ
��2 v�2

1
v�2 �v2�2

0
B@

1
CA

¼ ðbþ ð�2dþ eþ fÞvtÞ�2
��2 v�2

1
v�2 �v2�2

0
B@

1
CA:

(23)

A Lorentz transformation diagonalizes this metric, result-
ing in the 4D metric:

gind;L�� ¼ ðbþ ð�2dþ eþ fÞv�t0Þ�2���: (24)

Finally, a shift in t0 eliminates b and gives the conformal
time de Sitter metric:

gind;L�� ¼ 1

ð�2dþ eþ fÞ2v2�2t02
���; (25)

and therefore the left brane is generically inflationary with

H2� ¼ ð�2dþ eþ fÞ2v2�2: (26)

For observers on the right brane, the same arguments give

H2þ ¼ ð�2c� eþ fÞ2v2�2: (27)

Any initial inhomogeneities on either brane will be inflated
away as long as the two-brane solution remains valid (i.e.
they do not collide) for �t * �=MinfH�g. We assume that
the brane merger can be accomplished in a smooth manner,
thus resulting in a homogeneous and isotropic final brane.
Although the branes experience inflation, this is not

necessarily the case in the bulk. For an observer to the
left of both branes in region I, the scale factor multiplying
the metric takes the form:

nIðt; zÞ ¼ ðbþ ð�c� dþ eÞzþ ðc� dþ fÞvtÞ�1:

(28)

A Lorentz transformation will recast this metric into the
standard conformal de Sitter or anti-de Sitter form depend-
ing on the relative magnitude of the coefficients multi-
plying z and t. For �I

5 < 0, Eq. (19) implies that

j � c� dþ ej> jc� dþ fjv and therefore we can
make a transformation which eliminates the time depen-
dence. If a shift in z is included to eliminate b, we discover
the conformal AdS metric:

gIABðt0; z0Þ ¼
1

H2
I z

02 �AB; (29)

where H2
I ¼ ��I

5=ð6M3Þ. For positive �I
5, the resulting

metric is de Sitter:

gIABðt0; z0Þ ¼
1

H2
I t

02 �AB; (30)
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with H2
I ¼ �I

5=ð6M3Þ. Unsurprisingly, we find that each

bulk region will be either dS or AdS depending on the sign
of the bulk cosmological constant.

Our desired final state of a flat, stable RS2 universe
requires �I

5 ¼ �III
5 < 0, but �II

5 may take either sign. If

�II
5 < 0, all three bulk regions are AdS and initial pertur-

bations may persist through the brane merger and even-
tually source inhomogeneities on the brane. A viable
cosmology in this case requires a specific set of initial
conditions in which those perturbations are absent. If�II

5 >
0, however, the region between the two branes will be
inflationary. Any initial deviations from homogeneity and
isotropy will be inflated away in this trapped region. Once
the brane passes through, inflation ends and the spacetime
becomes AdS, but it is a very smooth patch of AdS since all
initial perturbations have been erased. When the two
branes merge, they will do so in a bulk region that is
smooth over a size comparable to their initial separation.

An explicit example of the smoothing properties of this
spacetime can be demonstrated by considering the fate of
an initial matter perturbation. For pressureless dust, the
stress energy tensor is given by TAB ¼ �UAUB where � is
the local energy density and UA is the five velocity which
satisfies the geodesic equation UArAU

B ¼ 0. The evolu-
tion of � is given by the local conservation of energy:

UBrAT
AB ¼ �@A�U

A � �rAU
A ¼ 0: (31)

For a spacetime with the arbitrarily chosen brane tensions
(in units where M ¼ 1): �4� ¼ �4þ ¼ 1, �I

5 ¼ �III
5 ¼

�1=2, �II
5 ¼ 1=2, and the simple initial conditions

�ðt0; zÞ ¼ 1 and UAðt0; zÞ ¼ ðn�1ðt0; zÞ; 0; 0; 0; 0Þ, the re-
sultant numeric evolution is displayed in Fig. 2.

As expected, by the time of brane collision, the initial
matter density has been greatly reduced in the central
region. Just like inflation, this spacetime erases all initial
perturbations in a region around the collision point. Of
course, a different choice for the initial matter five velocity
will lead to a different evolution for �, but Fig. 2(a) reveals
an important fact: geodesics in the AdS region are repelled

from the brane. This comes about because, in addition to
gravity, the branes feel a force generated by the potential.
As long as �II

5 >�I
5, �

III
5 this force will be attractive, and

the worldlines of particles on the AdS side will diverge
from the brane’s. Consequently any geodesics near the
point of brane collision most likely originated from the
inflationary middle region. This allows for a wide variety
of initial conditions which will evolve into a final state of
two smooth branes colliding in a smooth patch of AdS
spacetime. Given the localized nature of gravity in the
resultant RS2 universe, it seems reasonable that perturba-
tions far from the brane will have little effect. A brane-
world created in this manner will be well suited to
describing our homogeneous and isotropic universe.

IV. BRANE MERGER

In the thin brane limit, we have shown that an infla-
tionary two-brane solution generally exists for a potential
with three or more local minima. For those potentials
which also support a single flat kink solution, we now
argue that under certain conditions the two branes will
merge to form a flat RS2 universe. In the weak gravity
limit, the merger appears unavoidable. The dominant force
acting on a kink in flat space is given by the change in its
potential across the jump [23]. In our case, this implies the
two branes will feel an attractive force if �II

5 >�I
5, �

III
5 .

This force is enhanced for positive brane tensions as
Newtonian gravity suggests that an observer at distance d
from a brane will experience a constant acceleration to-
ward the brane:

€z¼ 4�G5

Z 1

0

�4r
2dr

ðr2 þ d2Þ3=2
d

ðr2 þd2Þ1=2 ¼�2G5�4: (32)

The two branes will be drawn inexorably together into an
oscillatory solution. If any damping occurs (such as scalar
radiation) eventually the kinetic energy will be depleted
and the branes will be forced to merge.
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FIG. 2 (color online). Results of numeric evolution for an initially uniform matter distribution in a background spacetime with metric

coefficients b ¼ 1, c ¼ d ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
13=432

p
, e ¼ 0, f ¼ � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

13=27
p

, v ¼ ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1=13

p
. (a) Geodesics of test particles which are initially stationary

at t ¼ �10. The thick diagonal line is the nongeodesic worldline of the left brane which collides with its symmetric counterpart at
t ¼ 0. (b) Density profile of the matter perturbation at various times. From top to bottom, the density curves are given at time t ¼
f�10;�9;�8;�4; 0g.
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More generally, in order for the merger to occur, we
require two things: an attractive force between the two
branes and a mechanism to shed the brane’s kinetic energy.
For kink-kink solutions the first requirement is naturally
met by the existence of a stable single kink solution. As
demonstrated in Fig. 3, for small velocity and separation,
the kink-kink solution can be treated as a perturbation of
the single kink solution (this is not true for a kink-antikink
solution). Therefore the force must be attractive since
stability guarantees that the end result will be a single
brane.

For large velocities, however, the multikink solution
cannot be considered a perturbation and we need the
second requirement. One possibility is that the final brane
tension is roughly equal to the sum of the initial brane
tensions and kinetic energies. As the two near, the kinetic
energy can be transformed into potential energy, eventually
resulting in the scenario of Fig. 3. However, this requires a
fine-tuning in the potential to ensure the appropriate rela-
tionship between tensions. A far more appealing solution is
to invoke reheating and dump the excess kinetic energy
into particle production on the branes. Presumably this can
be arranged by coupling other matter fields to the scalar
field responsible for the branes. Some initial steps in this
direction can be found in Ref. [24] which discusses a useful
decomposition for fields in a time-dependent solitonic
background. An efficient conversion mechanism enables
a kink-kink solution moving together at any speed to
eventually merge into a single kink solution.

We can explore some of these ideas with an instanta-
neous brane merger. Consider the following action:

S ¼ �
Z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�g

p ð�i
5ðt; zÞ�ð�tÞ þ�f

5ðz; tÞ�ðtÞÞ

�
Z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�gind
q �4�

�
�ðz� vtÞ�ð�tÞ

�
Z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�gind
q �4þ

�
�ðzþ vtÞ�ð�tÞ

�
Z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�gind
q �4

�2

�ðz� v2tÞ�ðtÞ; (33)

where the final brane is allowed a velocity to account for
momentum conservation. We choose the obvious ansatz
for n:

nðt; zÞ ¼ ððbþ cjz� vtj þ djzþ vtj þ ezþ fvtÞ�ð�tÞ
þ ðgþ hjz� v2tj þ jzþ ktÞ�ðtÞÞ�1: (34)

For t � 0 each part will separately satisfy the constraints
found in the first section. However, at t ¼ 0, we need to
ensure that the step functions do not add any unwanted
terms to Einstein’s equations. These terms show up in
derivatives of n and give the following constraints:

b ¼ g; cþ d ¼ h; e ¼ j;

k ¼ fv; v2 ¼ c� d

cþ d
v:

(35)

These restrictions make sense in terms of the tensions. For

the merger to work, the requirements force �i
5 ¼ �f

5 on

both the left- and right-hand sides of the final brane—
exactly what is needed for thick branes. In addition, the
final brane tension is related to the initial ones by �2�4 ¼
��4� þ ��4þ. This is exactly the situation we discussed
where the initial kinetic energy is converted into potential
energy. If the effects of reheating are incorporated, we
expect this necessary fine-tuning to vanish. More impor-
tantly, this simple model demonstrates that a flat brane can
arise from the merger of two de Sitter branes. The initial
branes were shown to be generically inflationary in Sec. III,
but a quick calculation reveals that after the merger, the
final brane will be flat if f ¼ eðd� cÞ=ðdþ cÞ.
The thin brane merger does highlight one other impor-

tant result: the final brane tension �4 is proportional to the
sum of the individual brane tensions. For thick branes �4

measures the size of the jump in 	; therefore this suggests
that quick mergers occur for kink-kink initial states but not
kink-antikink ones. There is some agreement for this con-
clusion in the literature as numeric simulations have been
performed for kink-antikink collisions [25,26]. They show
that for relativistic velocities rather than merge, the branes
bounce and eventually induce singularities in the space-
time. These simulations can be extended to study some
kink-kink collisions, but not the ones we are interested in,
for the method used to set initial conditions guarantees that
our desired final state of a flat one-kink solution will not
exist. Regardless, the scenarios outlined in this section
suggest that at least for kink-kink initial states a merger
into a single brane is quite possible.

V. FINE-TUNING

Unlike the standard slow roll inflation in four dimen-
sions, the brane inflation presented here is quite natural, at
least at the classical level. Any appearance of fine-tuning in
the solutions given in Sec. II can be directly attributed to
our simplifying restrictions to the coordinate system and
brane trajectory. For example, in the weak gravity limit

2 1 1 2
z

1.0

0.5

0.5

1.0

FIG. 3 (color online). For small velocity and separation, a
kink-kink state (dashed) can be considered a perturbation of a
single kink state (solid).
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M ! 1, our solution forces �I
5 ¼ �II

5 ¼ �III
5 . These are

the necessary conditions for a constant velocity motion;
had we allowed for a more general accelerating solution,
this fine-tuning would disappear. We also found that the
nonlinear nature of Eqs. (17)–(21) kept a certain fraction of
possible potentials from admitting constant velocity solu-
tions. We expect these constraints to be loosened in a less
restrictive coordinate system. A concrete example can be
given for the special case of two stationary branes. We
consider the action given in Eq. (2) with vt replaced by z0.
One set of possible metric solutions is given by the familiar
conformally flat metric with

nðt; zÞ ¼ ðbþ cjz� z0j þ djzþ z0j þ ezþ ftÞ�1; (36)

and

c ¼ �4�
6M3

; d ¼ �4þ
6M3

;

ðe� c� dÞ2 � f2 ¼ � �I
5

6M3
;

ðeþ c� dÞ2 � f2 ¼ � �II
5

6M3
;

ðeþ cþ dÞ2 � f2 ¼ � �III
5

6M3
:

(37)

We see that without v, for a given set of �s we now have
five equations for four parameters, and a fine-tuning will be
required to find a static solution. For static de Sitter branes,
however, a more common parametrization is given by

gAB ¼
�fðzÞ2=ðH2t2Þ

fðzÞ2=ðH2t2Þ
1

0
B@

1
CA: (38)

In a bulk region with negative cosmological constant, the
solution for fðzÞ is given by

fiðzÞ ¼ Ai coshðmizÞ �
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
A2
i þH2=m2

i

q
sinhðmizÞ; (39)

where Ai is an arbitrary constant and mi ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
��i

5=6
q

.

Matching conditions at the two brane boundaries give
four constraint equations. Since H can be redefined to
absorb one of the As, we again appear shorthanded with
only three free parameters. However, unlike the previous
case, z0 will appear in the constraint equations. Therefore
in this coordinate system, for a given set of�s, a static two-
brane solution will generally exist. For reasons like this, we
expect a complete classification of moving brane solutions
to eliminate any need for fine-tuning.

Another possibly suspect assumption we have made is
that the two branes start out parallel. At least in the weak
gravity limit, though, this assumption arises naturally as
the parallel arrangement will be energetically preferred. In
order for the final RS2 universe to be stable, the energy
density between the two initial branes must be larger than
the energy densities to the sides: �II

5 >�I
5, �

III
5 . If we

consider the spatial dimensions to have large yet finite
extent L, the contribution of the middle region to the total
energy will be:

EII ¼ �II
5L

3w (40)

for parallel branes separated by width w, and

EII ¼ �II
5

L4

2
tanð�=2Þ (41)

for branes which intersect at angle �. It is clear that for
large L, parallel configurations will have a much lower
energy. We conclude that no fine-tuning is required to
append this inflationary regime onto the normal RS2
universe.

VI. CONCLUSION

The thin brane analysis of the preceding sections
strongly supports the main claim of this work: that a
potential which allows for a single, flat, solitonic thick
brane will also admit inflationary multibrane solutions
which can evolve into the single brane configuration. We
have shown this explicitly for the case of two initial branes.
Even with the restrictions we imposed on the coordinate
system and brane trajectory, a two-brane solution generi-
cally exists for an arbitrary potential as Einstein’s equa-
tions give five constraints for five unknowns. This simple
counting can be extended to initial states with more than
two branes. Each additional brane adds two constraints,
one for the brane tension, and one for the extra bulk
cosmological constant. However, two new parameters
will also appear in the metric solution: one, the analogue
of c and d, and the other, the velocity of the additional
brane. Even for initial states with more than two branes
(e.g. a three-brane state produced by a double well poten-
tial), we find that no tuning of the potential is necessary.
Although multikink inflationary states appear inevitable,

there is, of course, no guarantee that these configurations
will evolve into a single kink final state. We have argued
that a kink-kink merger will take place for small velocities,
and that an effective reheating mechanism should induce a
kink-kink merger for arbitrary velocities. A successful
kink-antikink merger, on the other hand, may be more
difficult to achieve. For this reason, we believe that the
simplest thick brane realization of these ideas will involve
the kink-kink initial state. In addition to constructing actual
thick brane solutions, other avenues of potential research
include a more complete classification of nonstatic thin
brane solutions, and a calculation of the cosmological
perturbations in this model.
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APPENDIX

In Sec. II, the constant velocity motion of the branes was
inserted by hand. We will now promote the brane position
to a dynamical variable and show that the constant velocity
motion is in fact correct. We start with the Nambu-Goto
action for a p-brane:

S ¼ �T
Z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�G

p
dpþ1
; (A1)

where the integration is over the coordinates on the brane,
and the metric on the brane is given by

G�� ¼ gAB@�X
A@�X

B: (A2)

Here XA is the worldline of the brane. We allow for one
dynamical degree of freedom in XA by parametrizing it as:

XA ¼ ðt; x1; x2; x3; ZðtÞÞ: (A3)

This will give a kinetic term for the brane. As before, we
will assume that the potential (at least for widely separated
branes) only depends on the brane separation. The exten-
sion of our original action to include two dynamical branes
is given by

S ¼ ��4�
Z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�G�p

�ðz� Z�ðtÞÞd5x

��4þ
Z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

�Gþp
�ðz� ZþðtÞÞd5x

�
Z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�g

p f�I
5�ð�zþ Z�ðtÞÞ þ�II

5 ð�ðz� Z�ðtÞÞ
� �ðz� ZþðtÞÞÞ þ�III

5 �ðz� ZþðtÞÞgd5x: (A4)

The stress energy tensor for this matter content is found to
be

TAB ¼�gAB�5ðz;Z�ðtÞ;ZþðtÞÞ

�gACgBD@�X
C�@�XD�G���

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�G�p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�g

p �4��ðz�Z�ðtÞÞ

�gACgBD@�X
Cþ@�XDþG

��
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�Gþp
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi�g

p �4þ�ðz�ZþðtÞÞ:

(A5)

If we again choose to parametrize the metric as

gAB ¼ n2ðt; zÞ�AB (A6)

then the induced metrics G�
�� take on a simple form:

G�
�� ¼ n2ðt; zÞdiagð�1þ _Z2�; 1; 1; 1Þ; (A7)

and the components of TAB can be calculated. For the sake
of comparison we give T00:

T00 ¼ n2�5 þ jnj �4�ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� _Z2�

p �ðz� Z�ðtÞÞ

þ jnj �4þffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� _Z2þ

q �ðz� ZþðtÞÞ: (A8)

We see that if Z� ¼ vt and Zþ ¼ �vt, then we will have
the same T00 that we found for the nondynamical branes.
The same conclusion applies for the other components of
TAB. If the brane equation of motion allows for the constant
velocity solution, then our nondynamical results will be
valid.
To find the equation of motion for Z�ðtÞ we insert our

metric ansatz into the action:

SZ� ¼ ��4�
Z ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

n8ðt; zÞð1� _Z2�Þ
q

�ðz� Z�Þd5x

�
Z

n5ðt; zÞf�I
5�ðZ� � zÞ

þ�II
5 ð�ðZþ � zÞ � �ðZ� � zÞÞgd5x;

¼ ��4�
Z

n4ðt; Z�Þ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� _Z2�

q
d4x

��I
5

Z
d4x

Z Z�

�1
n5ðt; zÞdz

��II
5

Z
d4x

Z Zþ

Z�
n5ðt; zÞdz: (A9)

From this action, we find the equation of motion for Z� to
be

�4�n
ð1� _Z2�Þ3=2

€Z� þ 4�4�ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1� _Z2�

p ð _Z�nt þ nzÞ

¼ ��I
5n

2 þ�II
5n

2; (A10)

where n and its derivatives are evaluated at z ¼ Z�.
Plugging in our proposed solutions for n and Z�, we find
what appears to be another constraint:

24M3cð�dv2 þ fv2 � dþ eÞ ¼ �I
5 ��II

5 : (A11)

However, it turns out that this equation can be derived from
the previous constraints by subtracting Eq. (20) from
Eq. (19). A similar result applies to the Zþ equation of
motion, therefore the branes can be assumed to move at a
constant velocity without any further constraint.
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